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I. Introduction 
Robot navigation is a nearly-solved problem as a number of techniques exist for moving a mobile 
robot from one location to another: SLAM (Thrun et al. 05) and behavior-based control (Arkin 98) 
to name a few. Some methods are biologically plausible, others not at all. 
A question is what role the cognitive asset of mental rotations present in many primates (spatial 
transformations of abstract representations of objects from one frame of reference to another) can 
play in robot navigation. Mental rotations refer to the ability to manipulate 2D/3D cognitive object 
representations. We address how mental rotations can enhance/supplement existing robot 
navigation. We focus on spatial advice-giving and being able to reconcile multiple frames of 
reference. This advice may be given through non-verbal graphical communication (maps) (Shepard 
and Hurvitz 84; Aretz and Wickens 92), non-verbal communication such as gestures, and direct 
verbal communication. 
We explore the use of visual depth information as a basis for extracting abstract representations of 
the world, comparing these representations with a goal state of similar format and then iteratively 
providing a control signal to a robot to allow it to move in a direction consistent with achieving 
that goal.  
While we are not particularly interested in reproducing the specific methods by which primates 
conduct mental rotations, we believe that this system serves a useful purpose to the animal. We 
posit that mental rotations play a yet-to-be verified role in animal navigation, particularly with 
respect to the communication of information between conspecifics. The goal is to complement 
existing robot navigation methods drawing upon models of mental rotation to reconcile differing 
frames of references. This allows spatial advice to be translated into visual cues prior to a journey. 
Objectives include creating models by which primates cognitively manipulate spatial information; 
developing perceptual techniques using depth imagery; and integrating these ideas on robots. 
Region segmentation or object recognition of current location and projected goal images are 
derived from a Kinect sensor. A bootstrap phase initializes object/key segments that correspond to 
the desired target in both images, after which a feedforward visualization at the aligned orientation 
(inspired by visual-analog mental rotation models) is performed iteratively on incoming sensor 
data, guiding the robot. Spatial advice is given during the bootstrap phase regarding 
destination/waypoints in terms of objects and/or scene features. 
Results are presented on a robot using depth imagery. Iterative trajectory refinement provides a 
complement to existing navigational methods through the reconciliation of differing frames of 
reference generated from the current vantage-point, the anticipated goal, and spatial advice from 
the user regarding objects encountered along the way. Robot navigation based on a process 
inspired by mental rotations in primates has been achieved and demonstrated experimentally. 
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II. Related Work 
We previously reported on the significance of mental rotations in biology (Arkin 2012;Arkin et al 
12). Mental rotation is observed in numerous animals (mostly primates): humans (Shepard and 
Cooper 82;Khooshabeh and Hegarty 10), monkeys (Kohler et al 05), baboons (Hopkins et al 93), 
and sea lions (Mauch and Dehnhardt 97). Controversy exists regarding the underlying 
representations used in mental rotation: they are posited to be visual analogues (Khooshabeh and 
Hegarty 10) or propositional models (Pylyshyn 73), with little resolution on the matter to date. 
Our research could perhaps provide the foundation for advice-giving in robotic navigation. If an 
agent didn’t “know" its goal view a priori, something/someone external to the agent could provide 
a high-level goal description, relating its relative position and orientation to known objects in the 
scene. The agent could then use these objects with the biologically-inspired algorithm below. For 
example, if an agent had to fetch something from a cabinet in an office, it might have a map to the 
office. If the agent knew the appearance of the cabinet, upon arriving at the office it could identify 
it and navigate relative to the cabinet using our algorithm. 
Research has shown that although children and nonhuman primates are robust navigators, they do 
not use maps or precise distances to navigate to a location (Menzel and Menzel 07;Lourenco and 
Huttenlocher 07). They instead use mental transformations to overcome changes in perspective 
and to make assessments about the direction they must move to reach a certain location. Research 
by Kosslyn et al. (2006) affords evidence for mental images in humans through neuroimaging. 
Hutcheson and Wedell (2012) discuss how human use qualitative, abstract representations to 
navigate as opposed to more precise distances or explicit directions; (Menzel et al. 02) observed a 
similar tactic with nonhuman primates. A Bonobo had to travel from a start location to a 
designated goal; it did not take a rigid trajectory but varied its path. Starting position did not affect 
its ability to successfully navigate, implying it possesses the ability to mentally encode the spatial 
layout of the area and mentally manipulate this encoding to localize and travel.  
Mental rotation must be differentiated from perspective-taking spatial abilities, and visual 
servoing/homing techniques. Hegarty and Waller (2004) show a distinction between cases where 
an observer is mentally manipulating a scene/scene object to view it differently and cases where 
the observer is mentally viewing the scene from a different viewpoint. They state humans may use 
both skills, but most people have a strong preference for one or another. Arkin (2012) observes 
visual servoing is distinct from the navigational approach described here, as our method is more 
deliberative. It derives direction using abstract representations of the scene rather than working 
with image features directly. The three-dimensional, structured scene representations in our 
algorithm permit correspondence between elements of like form in different scenes (objects or 
object parts) as opposed to corresponding image features. In advice-giving, full object recognition 
and semantic labeling is required. 
This evidence makes the case that primates maintain abstract mental images and manipulate these 
representations. The approach below has an agent rotating a “mental" visual representation of an 
object to inform its motion. We use the visual analog approach to mental rotations.  This approach 
is substantiated by the time dependency of mental rotation (Takano et al. 03) and evidence that 
good rotators rely on spatial configuration rather than visual information, sometimes segmenting 
complex objects into parts acted upon individually (Khooshabeh and Hegarty 10). Analogously, 
our approach focuses on mentally transforming the key object instead of acting upon the entire 
scene itself. 
Some primates exhibit another process called rotational invariance, which unlike mental rotation is 
time-independent. In some primates, these two processes coexist (Kohler et al. 03). It is posited 
that as hominids retreated from their arboreal environment, evolving an upright gait where the 
vertical reference plane gains importance, a dominance of mental rotation over rotational 
invariance arose. We hypothesize that advice-giving could offer a plausible explanation for the 
dominance of mental rotation as well. We strive to understand the usefulness of advice-giving in 
conjunction with mental rotation in navigation. Advice-giving could possibly explain this 
dominance and we attempt to understand its usefulness in conjunction with mental rotation in 
navigation. 
Two primary spatial transformation strategies commonly employed by humans exist, namely 
spatial visualization (mental rotation) and spatial orientation (perspective-taking). Though 
correlated, mental rotation and perspective-taking are dissociated processes (Hegarty and Waller 
04;Kozhevnikov et al 06) where the former strategy is preferred when a greater than 90 degree 
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rotation is required (Zacks et al 99, Rigal 96). Studies provide evidence for the existence of 
perspective-taking capabilities in chimpanzees (Hegarty and Waller 04; Kozhevnikov et al 06). 
This may indicate a co-evolutionary relationship between mental rotation and perspective-taking. 
The advice-giving role in these spatial transformation strategies is elucidated by Keyser et al. 
(2000). The definition of a mutual knowledge base that demarcates the perspectives of two 
individuals allows disambiguation of the advice specified by one to another. Advice-giving partly 
plays a role in the disambiguation process by "filtering out" objects that don’t fit the advice’s 
specifications. Mental rotation may be employed to identify the object an individual is referring to, 
by using the information conveyed through advice. Trafton et al. (2005) implement perspective-
taking on a robot, illustrating this form of disambiguation. Our navigation algorithm also draws 
from the concept of mutual knowledge and advice disambiguation.  Rigal (1996) offers evidence 
that asserts the correlation between advice-giving and mental rotation. Gradual cognitive 
development in children that eventually allows them to accomplish their task may be derived from 
numerous social interactions they encounter, requiring them to perform some mental rotation to 
identify objects or scenes. These interactions could take the form of advice-giving. 
III. Advice-Giving, Mental Rotation and Robot 
Navigation 
Components of advice-giving in navigation (Psathas 90) are: 
1) A named destination – The final goal, for instance an object. 
2) Operations describing movement – E.g., Move straight, keep left 
3) Operations performed in relation to reference points – E.g., Turn left at the intersection  
Other characteristics of advice-giving involve sequential execution of advice and state-of-being 
verbs. 
Our previous results are reported involving representations derived from depth segmentation and 
object recognition including multi-waypoint scenarios (Arkin et al 12;Arkin et al 
2013;Velayudhan and Arkin 15;Pettinati and Arkin 14). The algorithm for single waypoint 
segmentation-based navigation based on mental rotations appears in Figure 1. Figure 2 illustrates 
the visual segmentation process with results summarized in Table 1. 
  
Figure 1: High-level algorithm using mental rotation for navigation 
 
Figure 2: Visual Segmentation (scenes 1-2) 
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Table 1: Segmentation Results 
 
 
Initial work restricted this algorithm to one scene at a time.  If the agent was to travel more 
realistic distances, it must use waypoints.  The modification here is the agent stops to see if this is 
its final goal upon reaching a waypoint.  If it is, it stops.  If not, it begins again using this new 
subgoal location. Currently the user matches the segments at one waypoint to the “key” segments 
at the next (bootstrapping).    
 
Fig. 3 – Object version with advice-giving 	  
Our final approach (Fig. 3) directly incorporates advice-giving using object recognition. The 
modified algorithm is divided into two steps. The first involves calculation of the rotation matrix 
as a result of the mental transformations (mental rotation) on the video captures made during 
navigation. The second involves the computation of a bounding box that helps track the object 
location, improving the accuracy of object recognition by constraining the environment. Details 
appear in (Velayudhan and Arkin 15). 
	  
Fig 5: Scene with Multiple Objects	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Table 2: Multiple objects results 
This navigation algorithm gives insight into the correlation between advice-giving and mental 
rotation albeit subjected to certain limitations associated with the object recognition component. 
As shown by the results, in situations where object recognition has reasonable performance (some 
incorrect matches can be compensated for using bounding box approach), successful navigation is 
achieved for 100% of the cases. Even though higher accuracy can be obtained by improving the 
object recognition, existing results validate how advice-giving and mental rotation fit together in a 
navigational scenario, the primary goal of this project. 
IV.  Summary 
We show how a process inspired by mental rotation, present in higher order primates, can be 
incorporated into autonomous navigation. The algorithm allows the robot to navigate in an 
informed way toward a goal location without explicit planning.  This work explores possible 
correlation between advice-giving and mental rotation. It mimics mental rotation, using a series of 
transformations on observed scenes to achieve a navigational goal. The information contained 
within advice helps filter ambiguities in the initial capture (mutual knowledge between advisor and 
robot) made at the starting position (Keysar et al. 00). The results show that advice-giving could 
play a role in guiding navigation in scenarios where maps or external aids may be absent. 
Additionally, it indicates how advice-giving and mental rotation fit together in robot navigation.  Acknowledgements	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